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DESCRIPTION OF A NEW KIND OF COMPETITION

In this competition, unlike the previous competitions, the thrower will be engaged in
several distances, and particularly 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 meters for the knives throwing, and 4, 5, 6,
and 7 meters for the axes throwing, with the following rules:

The distances will be marked on the competition field.

KNIFE THROWING COMPETITION (TOTAL 60 THROWS):

The thrower will take place on the line of 3 meters and will do three throws on the three
targets, and will repeat the sequence (six throws).

After the two sequences the thrower will reach the line of the  4 meters and will do the
same sequences of throws.

After that the thrower will move on the lines of the remaining three distances and will do
the same sequences of throws.

To recapitulate: the thrower will move five times in the same set and will do in total 30
throws.

When all the participants will have finished their set they will repeat the sequences a
second time, so the total throws will be 60.

The throwers can do only five trial throws in the whole competition, one for each distance,
and only in the first set.

The more advanced foot of the thrower shouldn’t be more than 50 cm back from the
throwing line (for instance: in the throws from the line of the three meters the maximum
distance of the thrower from the target can be 3,50 meters, in the throws from 4 meters
4,50 meters and s.o.).

The thrower is not allowed to put any kind of marks on the competition field.

The thrower will use three equal knives and axes that will be the same for the whole
competition.

To recapitulate: The throws for each participant will be 60, shared in two sets of 30. The
points on the target will be always the same (5, 4, 3, 2, 1) and of course the maximum
score would be 300 points (5 pointsX60 throws).
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AXES THROWING COMPETITION (TOTAL 48 THROWS):

The rules will be the same of the knives competition, with the only difference that there will
not be the 3 meters distance and the beginning will be from 4 meters.

So for the axes competition the throws will be two sets of 6 for 4 lines, total 48 throws
(maximum score 240 points).

The trial throws will be four, with the same rules of the knives competition.

NOTES

There will be no more different competitions from 3, 5, 7 meters , but a single competition
that includes all the distances.

The awards will be five for men and five for women:

 First three women/men for the knives competition,
 First three women/men for the axes competition,
 First three women/ men combined (knives + axes competitions),
 First three women/ men long distance knives,
 First three women/ men long distance axes.

The points of the long distance competition will not be added to the others competitions.

The knives and the axes in terms of dimensions and weight should respect the previous
rules and should be marked by the judges before the beginning of the competition.

The report cards of the points should be signed by the thrower and the line judge.

There will be not deciding games, in case of draw the five points, and in case of persisting
draw the four points.

This kind of competition will be more demanding, but also more fun. The skill of the
thrower will be hard tested, because he/she should manage the flight of the knife and the
axes from unusual distances.

The rules for the long distance competitions will remain the same of the previous
competitions, but the points will no more be added to the others competitions for decide
the absolute winners.


